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“Independently working to improve aquaculture for the
community, industry and the environment.”
Comments to

sustainableaquacultureforum@gmail.com

Land-Based Systems

Invested in the future

Tasmania’s chance

Greater productivity with
more jobs and a broader
workforce.

15 Countries and 89
Companies already
investing.

Unique and beautiful
Tasmania. What the
industry says about RAS.
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Why the World likes
Land-Based Aquaculture.
As the demand for “farmed fish” increases, the call to stop the
damage done by sea pen fish farming practices gets louder.
50 years ago sea pen farmed Atlantic salmon was seen as an
innovative sustainable form of aquaculture. But in a rapidly expanding industry
facing increased fish mortality from disease and unseasonal increases in sea
temperature, reliance on antibiotics and questionable feed additives; the true
impact of sea pen aquaculture is ringing alarm bells for the community, the
environment and industry. This is a story being heard around the World.
European, American, Asian and Middle Eastern salmon growers are already
investing in a better way forward, on land. The concept is simple and driven by
some clever innovations. Basically, take a large circular tank of safely treated
water that is sealed off from the environment, add young fish, replicate the
natural flow of water via a filtration system and then feed them. What you have
is a Recirculating Aquaculture System commonly referred to as RAS.
RAS has the potential to transform Tasmanian grown Atlantic salmon into a truly
sustainable industry. RAS gives
more control to the grower,
reduces fish mortalities and
better controls disease. It can
prevent harm to marine life and
allow the coastal eco system to
flourish. Best of all the process
creates more jobs. Tasmania is
ideally placed to make the most
of the move away from sea pens
Image courtesy of BBC
and embrace RAS like systems for
a better future in salmon, one that treats salmon as more than just a commodity.

Countries already
invested in RAS
Norway, Denmark,
Switzerland, USA,
United Arab
Emirates, Iceland,
Poland, China,
Japan, Russia,
France, Spain,
Canada, UK and
Kazakhstan.
2,248,683 Production tons
planned for Land Based
aquaculture.
courtesy of

iLaks 22 March 2021
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Salmon grown in RAS by Atlantic Sapphire – Photo Atlantic Sapphire

Land-Based Systems are not new to Tasmania.
Industry already uses Land-Based for all but the final 9-12 months of growth.
There is no doubt that it is easy to oversimplify a
complex problem. The industry claims that more
needs to be done in way of developing financial
incentives for land-based systems like RAS to make
economic sense in the short term. The good news for
a land transition and RAS is that no one claims it can’t
be done. The argument is primarily about price.
From a productivity standpoint, land-based looks
good. The system allows for an Egg-to-Market facility
under one roof. This is great for maximizing
infrastructure and controlling optimal growing
conditions. Also, the system can be adapted to grow a
range of species other than salmon, many of which
have a less wild fish dependent diet. This is better for
our state fisheries and increases the potential for
quality Tasmanian aquaculture produce to reach new
markets in Australia and abroad.
Tasmania’s pristine coasts are more beautiful in the
absence of sea pen infrastructure, fish waste, WellBoat operations, industrial noise and lights on the
water. This means less impact on costal communities
and tourism operations. The natural marine habitats
that Tasmania is famous for are better preserved and
protected. Marine mammals like seals, dolphins and
whales, native fish species and local fish stocks no
longer suffer as they do from today’s sea pen
aquaculture practices. PLUS, building RAS
infrastructure creates a significant number of jobs.
An operational land-based farm continues to need
technical staff, maintenance personnel and
aquaculture workers. It is easy to see how a broader
range of trades is called upon when developing RAS.

Typical RAS land system for Salmon

Image from SeaChoice.org

Tasmania has clean electricity, pure seawater
and rainwater PLUS a large agriculture sector
to utilize waste products.
Tasmania could be a world leader in
Land-Based Aquaculture before next decade.

Large scale RAS by Pure Salmon. Image Pure Salmon
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Overseas we are seeing RAS closed loop
systems on reclaimed industrial land in
airplane hanger like sheds, repurposed
warehousing in harbor side districts,
greenfield land developments built from
scratch, Swiss Alp mountain stream and
Norwegian artesian spring based LUX
salmon growers. Innovation and
consumer awareness is fueling the way
forward to grow and sell the cleanest,
purest, freshest salmon with the least
impact on the local ecosystems.
Something that is good for you and good
for the place it came from. After all, we
already live in the greatest closed loop
system – Earth.
The current model for the industry to
profit is continual expansion into new
coastal areas or overload existing ones.
This is a failing of Adaptive Management.

The frontrunners in building
capacity are…
Pure Salmon – 260,000 tons
Atlantic Saphire – 200,000 tons
Quality Salmon – 110,000 tons
World Heritage Salmon – 100,000 tons
Maiken Foods – 100,000 tons
Andfjord Salmon – 90,000 tons
Viking Aqua – 60,000 tons
Nordic Aqua Farms – 60,000 tons
Gaia Salmon – 55,000 tons
Losna Seafood – 50,000 tons
Averoy Seafood – 50,000 tons
Smart Salmon – 50,000 tons
Whole Oceans – 50,000 tons
BC LandAqua Ventures – 50,000 tons
By as early as 2030 large scale sea pen
salmon farming is likely to be unviable.
Above data iLaks and Salmon Business

Pure Salmon operating in Poland now expanding into Japan,
USA, China and Africa. 260,000 tons of RAS Salmon targeted
“We are fully aware that this is an ambitious project” admitted Martin Fothergill,
founder/partner of 8F Asset Management reporting to Salmon Business. Built with
assistance from technical partner in RAS Aqua Maof, their Poland operation is only
1 hour from the capital Warsaw.
“We are very proud of the fact that in such a short
time we have been able to achieve very good results
from smolts to finished fish” said Aqua Maof CEO,
David Hazut.
Pure Salmon is no doubt a global company but
investors are supporting projects around Europe
and the Americas from as small as 3 to 70 tons

Farmed Salmon is taking more and more wild fish out of the ocean

The reality is that RAS and Land-Based
Aquaculture is developing fast. There is a
period of transition where the two
systems coexist. Huon, Tassal and Petuna
ignoring the global shift in practice could
be likened to a Bass Strait fisherman
ignoring the weather forcast; “you can
get away with it while things are good
but eventually…”

Alternative species can be grown in RAS land based aquaculture. The system is modular and can be adapted to suit your
target species. Salmon is only one of the options. Trout, Tapia, Striped Bass, Crabs, Clams & Catfish already being farmed.

15 Countries and 89 Companies already invested
in Land-Based Salmon Farming.

Image by Aqua Maof
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“Stunning beaches and coastline,
rugged nature, a haven for wildlife,
national park, World Heritage sites
and more”
Image by OurTasmania

-

Tasmania is unique
in this World.
It is very hard to get a
publicly listed company to
change unless it can make
more money.
Why shouldn’t it profit from
its work? Why shouldn’t we
all do well from commercial
activity in Tasmania?
We should.
But when this is at the
expense of people, places
and environments we are all
responsible for then
something has to change.
Profitability is not a license
to override responsibility.
Sadly in the Tasmanian
industry too often the laws
and regulations fall short.
They fail to prevent the
steady deterioration of what
makes the places we love so
unique.
Stunning beaches and
coastline, rugged nature, a
haven for wildlife, national
park, World Heritage sites
and more.
It’s the quiet coastal
communities, the peace and
serenity of the out of town
places we escape to. Places
where the quality of life is
measured less by trinkets
and more by the air we
breath and the view we
enjoy.

Tasmania

What the industry tells you about RAS in Tasmania.
Publicly the industry is not shy about telling you why they can’t make the
last 9-12 months of a salmons growing life work out on land.
1. Waste control and discharge
2. Access to “cheap” land
3. Cost & availability of electricity
For Tasmania it is as simple as (a) working with regulators to establish a
new waste management framework, (b) making land close to transport
hubs available at reasonable rates, (c) allocating power that is otherwise
earmarked for use on the mainland and importantly, growing a high quality
product that can yield the right price and be “better from Tasmania” not
unlike the challenges faced by Dairy, Wine/Spirits and Tourism.
Established companies are always reluctant to change. As you do your own
investigation you will find arguments against RAS. Huon Aquaculture claims
that the power requirements for full land-based operations are equivalent
to those needed for a city of 1.2 million people. They do not offer any
figures to support this, nor indicate current power consumption for the
existing operations, neither do they quantify the equivalent energy for
shipping, giant Well-Boats, sea pen infrastructure, enormous freshwater use
and the wasted thousands of tons of feed to grow the salmon we eat today.
Where the Tasmanian salmon industry is clear, is about their planned
expansion into northwest and southeast coastal waters. While some
uncertainty surrounds the east coast and Bass Strait Islands, the fecal
pollutants created from known expansion can be equated to over 3 million
people putting raw effluent directly into the coastal ecosystem. Ask
yourself, would you rather see more investment in land-based operations,
or have 3 million people “pooping” off your beaches and at your favorite
fishing spot?
Image by Aurora Adventures

Looking forward to a more Sustainable Aquaculture Industry

Participate in SAF. Join our
private Facebook group by
submitting your request via
email to:
sustainableaquacultureforum
@gmail.com
All images used are available on www for education. iLaks and Salmon Business reports were purchased privately and are not to be used
without permission. Contact SAF Australia via mail at PO BOX 2128 Ringwood North, VIC 3134.
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